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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Healthy powder drink is common for today, because there are many products circulating out there that promote healthy drinks in powder form, but whether the drink is safe to consume Is it original or not the fruit. Of course we do not know why I introduced a new product of healthy beverages from powder that is safe to consume because we sell the drink using the original fruit and high quality because we using materials of 2 types to strengthen the taste of the drink to fit the drinks on the market without adding preservatives or a mixture of other flavors except these 2 types of fruit.

Many people protest against the drinks they consume because the taste of the fruit they feel is too little or it is covered by the sweetness of sugar, that's why we use 2 pieces mixed together so that when consumed consumers get the maximum taste of the fruit we will add sugar as standard to use it and not replace with something else, as we want is a healthy drink and original in accordance with the listed.

I make a healthy drink from powder and not directly so, as immediately into a ready-to-drink package. Because we know the level of sweetness of each person is different so we make it in powder so if you want sweet you can add with sugar is strongly recommended if the sugar you consume is a sugar that has sometimes low fat or healthy sugar.